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Gas turbines are mainly used for generating can operate for hundreds of hours without any
electric and/or mechanical energy but also as a restart.
drive in aeronautics. They are internal combustion engines in which a fuel is burned to produce A new coating is now being presented, which
a hot gas flow that can, e.g., be used to generate aims to improve the toughness of the abradable
rotational, i.e., mechanical power. With the devel- coating in order to increase its resistance against
opment of better and more efficient gas turbines, erosion without increasing the risk of blade tip
the TIT (Turbine Inlet Temperature) was steadily damage. To achieve this, the porous abradable
increased. This has led to the introduction of coating is replaced by a bi-layer segmented coatadvanced TBCs (Thermal Barrier Coating), which ing serving as the abradable material. The lower
typically realized as multilayer ceramic systems. layer consists of a PSZ (Partially Stabilized ZircoOne such coating system is the so-called ‘abrad- nia) and the upper layer of a FSZ (Fully Stabilized
able coating’. The abradable materials used are Zirconia). The FSZ is way less tough but more
deposited on the ring segments that enclose the resistant against sintering than PSZ. Microstrucrotating turbine blades and serve as a sealant. turally, the PSZ contains vertical cracks which
Their role is to prevent the escape of hot gasses extend into the FSZ like Figure 1 shows. Ideally,
from the turbine through the gap between the the segmented FSZ coating is additionally sprayed
blade tips and ring segments, which subsequently with a certain degree of gradually increasing layreduces the turbine’s efficiency. It is very com- ering or horizontal cracking. Figure 2 illustrates
mon for the abradable coatings to have a very high this. It allows the shear stress induced by the cutporosity of 25 % or more, allowing the blades to ting of the blade to easily remove the layered coatcut it with minimal resistance and avoiding blade ing one layer at a time. An increasingly layered
tip damage. However, due to their high porosity, microstructure can be achieved by manipulating
the abradable materials tend to show very poor the spraying parameters during the deposition of
resistance against erosion. With this, they are the FSZ coating. The distance between layers can
commonly eroded away, which again allows the vary between 15 and 200 µm.
hot gas to escape through the appearing gap.
The toughness of the of the FSZ coating can be
As of now, the main approach is to make the reduced further by machining grooves that will
abradable materials tougher by either chang- reduce its capacity to withstand the blade impact.
ing their chemistry or decreasing their porosity. This is shown in Figure 3. For this, conventional
This almost always leads to damaging the blade machining methods such as waterjet cutting can
tips. In order to address this problem, the use of be used. In order to minimize the material vola hard abrasive material on the tip of the blades ume against its movement, the grooves are ideally
was investigated. The idea was to improve the placed perpendicular to the pathway of the blade.
cutting ability of the blades. Abrasive coatings Figure 4 illustrates this orientation. The grooves
such as CBN (Cubic Boron Nitride) are extremely should not be machined into the lower PSZ coathard and commonly used in aeronautic turbines. ing. The final coating combines excellent thermal
However, the CBN particles oxidize rapidly, and strain capability due to its segmented microstructhe blades lose their cutting ability in a matter ture, high erosion resistance which is inherof hours. Ideally, any cutting into the abradable ited to the segmented coatings due to their high
materials occurs in the first hours of operation cohesion, and low resistance to the shear stress
especially during a restart of the engine. This not of the impacting blade due to combination of its
always applies to large gas turbines, since they
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gradually layered structure and the reduced volume of resisting material.
The new coating presented here entails the following advantages:
1) The coating improves the erosion resistance of
the abradable coating significantly.

irregularly, which reduces their sealing capabilities. The layered microstructure essentially introduces multiple weak interfaces into
the coating. They allow its gradual removal
dictated by the blade penetration depth and
ensure an excellent sealing potential.
3) The coating offers excellent thermal strain ability compared to other porous coatings.

2) The layered microstructure enables a gradual
peeling of the abradable coating as the blade 4) It is not required to add an abrasive coating
cuts deeper. With a non-layered microstrucsuch as CBN to the tips of the blades.
ture, the coating columns would break more

Figure 1: Layered structure of the coating with vertical cracks

Figure 2: Additional layering through horizontal cracks
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Figure 3: Coating with machined grooves

Figure 4: Orientation of the grooves in relation to the blade
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